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Executive Summary
This report describes the Project Website. It describes its structure, sections, domain, URL, and
functional and technical characteristics.
The website incorporates project information and open access sections which act as a project
showcase, promoting the activities and results of the project, and hosting the audiovisual materials
and podcasts.
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1.0 Project Website
The creation and maintenance of the website serves several purposes. The website incorporates
project information and open access sections which will act as a project showcase, promoting the
activities and results of the project and hosting the audiovisual materials and podcasts.
The website is set up to serve as: a) the main interface towards the stakeholders who are interested
in the work and achievements of INFRARISK, (b) a communication and dissemination window for the
project’s results and progress.
The project website to be continuously updated to include: a) a general project description, b)
project related content such as project’s public results, press releases, articles written by
professional journalists, e‐newsletters, conferences abstracts, and alerts on INFRARISK related
topics, c) registration facilities for accessing specific content, d) Video streaming facilities to
broadcast and host VNRs, e) interface with the INFRARISK selected social network pages.
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2.0 WEBSITE DOMAIN AND URL
Following the recommendations in the EU guide for websites a .eu domain was registered for
duration of five year time from 11‐13‐2013 to 11‐13‐2018 (3 years duration of the project + 2 years
after the end of the project).
The INFRARISK URL is as follows:
www.infrarisk‐fp7.eu
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3.0 FUNCTIONAL AND TECHNICAL FEATURES
The web functional and technical features are summarized in Table 6.1. A screen capture of home
page infrarisk‐fp7.eu is shown in Figure 6.2.
The creation and maintenance of the website will serve several purposes. The website incorporates
project information and open access sections which will act as a project showcase, promoting the
activities and results of the project and hosting the audiovisual materials and podcasts.
The website was set up to serve as: a) the main interface towards the stakeholders who are
interested in the work and achievements of INFRARISK, (b) a communication and dissemination
window for the project’s results and progress.
The project website to be continuously updated to include: a) a general project description, b)
project related content such as project’s public results, press releases, articles written by
professional journalists, e‐newsletters, conferences abstracts, and alerts on INFRARISK related
topics, c) registration facilities for accessing specific content, d) Video streaming facilities to
broadcast and host VNRs, e) interface with the INFRARISK selected social network pages.
The web functional and technical features are summarized in Table 6.1. A screen capture of home
page infrarisk‐fp7.eu is shown in Figure 6.2.
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INFRARISK WEB
Dynamic content
Public & private pages

Functional features

Management of
contents
User Roles
Repository of
newsletters
Docs & Media

Social Networks

Technical features

Security
RSS
Video streaming

Broadcast live events
Docs & media

Widgets and other mechanisms to facilitate the
inclusion of this material.
Anonymous & Authenticated Pages (different
contents whether or not the person is logged in)
Area for editing of the contents in the website (add,
edit or delete contents of both public and private
pages).
Role‐Based Content Delivery. Anonymous and
authenticated (logged‐in) pages.
Repository of newsletters generated throughout the
project.
Documents and other media files can be added to any
page and made available through the web interface or
website. Only specific individuals can publish
documents into the private zone.
Integrated with social networks. Latest updates in
project pages on social networks. Shared selected
content on public pages of the website in social
networks.
Mechanisms to ensure privacy of the documents and
files stored in the non‐public website.
Mechanism to subscribe to frequently read RSS feeds
from message boards and blogs within the web.
Host and serve video (HD) on demand for the
promotion of the project, events, workshops, demos,
etc.
Embed content from live video streaming.
Support of the most common types of documents and
files to be read on the web.

Table 6.1: Functional and technical features of INFRARISK web
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Figure 6.2: Screen capture home page www.infrarisk‐fp7.eu
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS
This report provides an overview of the project Website.
The project website is the main interface towards the stakeholders who are interested in the work
and achievements of INFRARISK and is continuously updated to include all relevant information on
the project and its progress.
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